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Carali McCall - “10 Layers” - Ref 2542

An immaculate interpretation of contemporary performance art. 10 layers is a collection of durational circle drawings,
in gold, silver and gouache, exploring the depth and sculptural means of drawing by Canadian born artist Carali McCall.
Compiled in layers and each layer then cut to a measurement that unveils another complete work below.
Born 1981 in Toronto Canada and now lives and works in London. After studying art and art history at the University of Toronto, Carali
was awarded her MFA at Slade School of Art UCL and practice-based PhD at Central Saint Martins UAL – where she is currently a tutor
and teaches performance drawing. Carali commenced her current “Circle Drawing” series in 2004, She focuses on the durational element
and physical process of drawing. Using graphite on paper McCall draws her full arm’s length in a continuous circular motion to the point of
complete exhaustion. An important aim in the work is to maintain a constant and continuous visible line that embodies time and energy.
While performing, her entire body is noticeably putting effort into the drawing – often causing the paper rip or her knuckles to bleed. Her
emotions and personality are etched for prosperity on every work she produces.

Price £22,000
Provenance: Direct from the artist
Artist & Painting: Carali McCall, Canadian (b1981) – “10 Layers” – graphite, gold, silver and gouache on paper.
signed, contemporary.
Dimensions of Image: 51” high, 59” wide; 130cm high, 150cm wide.
Restorations: None. Framed in a modern glazed solid walnut frame.
To proceed further: Please call on the numbers below or send an e-mail to info@millingtonadams.com. Please
mention the stock reference number above. Payment can be made by bank transfer or cheque.
We will also deliver to UK address in the price quoted above. Our full current selection of stock
is available on our website millingtonadams.com.
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